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WINDS OF TIME

This moment of time that stretches out among the heavens lies
just beyond reach.
The wind blows and leaves no prints behind. The earth
settles to make calm its visions of the day.
A new horizon is in reach for the comfort of forming souls.
Life is but a dream, a whisper of wind touching the brightening
skies. We live to create a journey, and that journey lays an
echoing trail behind on the penned pages of history.
We reach out to touch the memories that have glanced at our
own souls so fragile; they leave their imprints only for a second.
Again that gentle breeze of time touches the limits of mirrored
life in the prints of fleeting footsteps.
Oh winds that whisper in the night, come touch my memories
and leave a mark upon my mind. Oh distant winds so soft and
fleeting, with wings that brush against my flesh, leave a mark
upon my heart.
Oh winds that whisper in the night, shelter me from the past.
Make it right.
Oh winds of time so quick and subtle, your fragile wings
change with a stroke of time.
Change comes quickly when the wind blows, oh how quickly
the wind blows upon my life…memories that teach the soul not
to regret…oh memories carried on the wings of the wind…
Be gentle with my soul so fragile. From moment to moment
the wind brings change…leaving its footprints that scars my
mind and body…
Let the wind blow so gentle so sweet,
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A portrait of past and present…let the lessons be quick…
Let history imprint the good of echoes past …time held by
the corners of history…and life concludes with the night…silent,
dark, unknown…but just once the mind and heart are gathered
for that one fleeting moment…we find ourselves…
B. G. Simpson
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Chapter 1
THE YELLOW LEAVES

That day was like any other, except she wasn’t there to cheer him
on. Nothing could have let him down more than not to be able
to see the soft, delicate defining features of her face. There was
something about those deep blue eyes and gentle ways she had
that always caught him off guard. This was just another ordinary
day in late November, just past three. The sun was breaking
in and out of the clouds. Drew felt the sun’s rays warming his
shoulders. He was trying to psych himself up for the race, but
the sickness in his stomach wouldn’t let up. The weather had
pitched Drew Lighter the perfect temperature. The group of
cross-country runners was huddled together at the starting line.
The leaves had started to fall only two weeks earlier. They left
a trail of padded orange and yellow down the long, narrow dirt
road that lay ahead. The look was of a carpet of an autumn coat
laid out for the feet of the jittery runners.
Drew’s closest friend, Randy, was on the sideline holding
a stopwatch, waiting for the gun to sound. Randy knew from
previous events that Drew had this race in the bag, but Randy felt
confused by the look on Drew’s face. Something was different;
something seemed to be ailing Drew, making him look distant.
That B on Drew’s history test wasn’t going to be very good news
to his dad either, after so many A’s. Drew had stayed up half
the night studying. Drew couldn’t get his mind on things that
were important. His mind continued to focus on Renee. Her soft
blonde hair lay so perfectly around her shoulders and down her
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back. He grew a smile from the corners of his mouth; Randy
caught the smile and knew what Drew was thinking about.
“Hey, are you okay, Drew?” asked Randy.
“I’m fine. Please don’t forget the stopwatch,” Drew said.
“Don’t be a fool; I’ve got it,” Randy said.
Pop! The gun sounded as the group of twenty-two runners
jolted forward. Drew took the lead with three other boys,
comfortably pacing down the dirt road that was blanketed by
autumn’s coat of leaves. Their fleet feet carried them up the first
steep hill, already relishing the endorphin high that running gave
them. Drew’s mind was set on Renee. It was his way of blocking
out the pain and the pounding of his heart against his chest. His
body was cut lean from the long runs he took most afternoons.
The sun started heating up the trail as the bevy of young men
made their way toward the first bend in the road. Turning the
corner caused a small cloud of dust to kick up under their feet.
The boys in the rear began to eat the dust. Further ahead, Drew
could feel the pain again in his stomach.
“What’s happening to me?” he thought. “This doesn’t feel
normal, at least not the normal I’m used to.”
Drew would be a senior the following year and would turn
eighteen. This had been one of his best years, with his friends,
with Renee, and in getting that scholarship to Phoenix University.
Life had begun to make sense. His destiny would take on a new
form soon, and it made him smile. Drew was a tall, young man
with brown hair, and unique, creamy cocoa brown eyes that
caught most girls’ attention, but such attention didn’t faze him.
He was interested in only one girl, Renee. She stole his heart
back when he was thirteen.
Randy would make fun of him and his sickening display of
obsessed stares toward the love of his life. Renee was just going
to break his heart after high school and fall in love with some
other dreamy hunk and leave Drew drowning in a bucket of
tears. Randy could see Drew was distorted by his emotions and
wanted Drew to have no part of it. Randy didn’t want his best
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friend reduced to a lovesick sap. They were too young, with too
much life to live.
Drew was not your normal everyday guy looking for
immediate self-gratifying pleasures. He was different, not
different bad, but more sensitive toward life as a whole. He craved
an inward balance and reasoned within himself that Renee was
a part of that natural balance. She was the girl he loved, and that
was the end of it. Renee was at the very core of his attentions; a
mistake that led many young men down the wrong road, with the
wrong intentions spurring their desires. Renee wasn’t the type of
girl who was in the relationship only for the thrill, either. She
had other considerations. She also craved the balance that Drew
did, a balance of love, companionship, and awareness of the self
and of the other. These were the results she wanted – not a score,
not a thrill, and not the normal awareness of a young girl her age.
***
Drew could still feel a distinct pain inside his stomach. He
continued to push himself to take the lead again for that one last
time, that last two-hundred yards of gut-wrenching push. The
crowd was loud and obstinate about hanging on the line, leaving
only enough space for Drew to barely break the tape.
Now, in the distance, at the very end, Drew saw her standing
out away from the finish line.
He couldn’t miss those soft features of her silhouette even
at that distance. His heart perked from the sight of her, like a
young man learning about young love and its indefinable way
of drawing the heart. Drew bent over trying to get his breath,
heaving forward gasping for air, while his competition came in
behind him. Drew’s coach reached over and pulled him out of
the pathway of the other runners. He had an odd look in his eye.
“You looked pretty good today, but your time was about
fifteen seconds slower. Is everything okay?” coach asked.
Drew stopped breathing hard for a second and looked up.
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“Yes…I’m okay…up a little late last night…a test in history,”
he gasped, still trying to catch his breath.
His coach rolled his eyes and said, “Maybe you should study
on the weekend before school starts on Monday, you think?”
“Yeah, I know…not enough time in the day, coach.”
Coach Ferguson slapped Drew on the back. “You’re getting
there. You only need a little more focus.”
Drew nodded in agreement while Randy came over to give
him his time.
“Hey dude, you’re slippin’ a bit. You’ve had better days.”
“Yeah, yeah, I needed more sleep. That’s all. Lighten up.”
Randy was getting ready to defend himself, but just then
Drew’s dream girl walked up behind Drew and covered his
eyes. Drew knew it was Renee by the soft fragrance she always
wore and the fragrant smell of lotion on her hands, like honey.
He turned and hugged her lightly, not to seem forceful. Renee
returned the gesture of kindness and yielded the hug. Drew
tried to hang not too close because of his sweat. He could feel
a small wave of excitement go through her by the beat of her
heart as her body shuddered. That face with her soft gentle
smile was so alluring. He was always tongue-tied around her,
like a lovesick puppy. Randy had to bite his tongue to keep
from saying what he showed on his face. Drew looked at him
and shook his head while staring directly at him, trying to
draw his glance away from Renee’s stare. Renee had that soft,
delicate way that could be judged by no other. Her eyes flashed
his way in approval.
“Nice race. Sorry I’m late. I couldn’t get a ride. Janet had a
late class, but I caught the tail end of the finish. Are you okay?”
Drew became a little confused. She was the third person to
ask about him being okay.
“Yeah, I’m a little tired from studying late. So, how was your
day?”
Drew always tried to focus on her and not the race or some
corny display of insincerity.
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Renee stepped back before answering. She seemed a little
uncertain. “It was okay, the usual boring classes. I’ve got a lot of
homework. If you would like to study with us, Janet is coming
over to help me on the science project. It’s due in three weeks.”
Drew and Janet didn’t always see eye to eye, and the last
thing he needed was her right in the middle of his puppy love.
“Well, I’d love to, but my dad said I have some chores to finish
that I skipped on the weekend. And I have to find my dog; he got
out of the yard last night. I haven’t seen him since, maybe some
other time, but thanks for asking!”
“Yeah sure, I understand. No problem,” Renee replied, while
looking away from Drew, trying to locate her friend Janet.
“I’ll see you around,” Drew explained. “I’ll call later tonight,
if you don’t mind.”
“Yeah, sure, call me at eight.”
She batted her eyes with that small elusive smile that always
caught Drew off balance. Renee turned back around, looking for
that small kiss that he usually gave, but with Randy breathing
down his neck, Drew hesitated, and the opportunity blew by.
Drew watched as the love of his life smiled at him and
slowly walked away. He loved everything about her, her
walk, her voice, the way she moved her hands, the way she
brushed her hair behind her ears. It seemed all orchestrated to
perfection.
Randy finally blurted out, “It’s about time. I was getting
ready to hurl up my lunch. Could you possibly look any more
love-struck, you poor, delicate, little boy?”
Randy had this awkward hick look on his face. Drew couldn’t
help but laugh at Randy’s mockery; it was completely his style.
Drew could imagine Randy with a cowboy hat and spurred boots
sucking on a piece of straw, yet no words between them could
ever separate their friendship. They were buds for life; even
Renee couldn’t stop their friendship. They knew too much about
each other and would cover each other’s back at any cost.
The fans and runners started to dissipate.
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Randy and Drew started walking toward the car. It was an
old Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, a ’69, the best of its class, a
dark metallic green. Drew had installed a new Pioneer stereo
with Jenson speakers; it resounded with the best of rock n’
roll. Josh, one of Randy’s cousins, walked up behind Drew and
pushed him lightly to draw his attention. Josh was somewhat
of a troublemaker, but he had Drew’s best interest at heart, and
on several occasions backed Drew up when he was verbally
attacked by others. Josh was large, with big hands and feet -big everything according to Drew, who played on the football
team. Most people thought it smart to avoid physical contact
with Josh. It was just good judgment not to get on the bad side
of such an over-shadowing figure. Drew had a renewed respect
for Josh and placed a high value on his support, considering the
ex-boyfriends and riffraff out to sabotage Drew whenever the
opportunity presented itself.
Drew turned and high-fived Randy’s cousin a moment before
getting in the car. Josh cast a glance at Drew and then toward the
car.
“Hey, can I get a lift?” Josh asked. “My car wouldn’t start
this morning. Been thumbing it all morning. That stupid car of
mine is a hunk of junk.”
Drew looked at Randy and then back at Josh. “Sure, where
you headed?”
While getting into the car, Josh explained, “Oh, at the
moment, down the street two blocks from your house. I’m going
to visit an old, sick friend. Come to think of it, he’s not sick yet,
but he might be after I finish with him. He owes me money, and
he’s been ducking me for three weeks now.”
Drew looked in the mirror and saw Josh scowl while looking
out the window. Suddenly, the rather large boy developed a smile
from the corner of his mouth like he had the master plan devised
in his mind and couldn’t wait to perform his rehearsed stunt.
Josh had his hand into things that the other two boys wanted
no part of, but they weren’t about to roll on him for his lack of
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moral upbringing anymore than they would challenge him in a
physical dual. Life was too short, and Drew and Randy wanted
to live to see another day.
Drew was glad to see Josh get out of the right backside of his
car. Sometimes Josh lacked the common sense needed to avoid
run-ins with authority; it didn’t always turn out so well to be in
such company.
The sky was still full of broken clouds that late afternoon
and the sun began to make its way west toward sunset and
soon darkness would show its blackened silhouette. The days
were getting shorter with fall mid-way, but most days were still
quite warm, showing the tail end of a late summer. A big storm
was about to blow in for the weekend according to the weather
reports, which would bring a rainstorm on a cold front.
Back down the second street to the left, Drew could see Reef
Drive. Peacefulness began to flood back into him.
Randy sat up front with Drew as copilot, taking in all the
scenery of the day, including all the cute girls. From afar Randy
saw Janelle, a somewhat heavy but pretty girl he’d known since
grade school. Smiling, Randy leaned out of the window and
whistled at Janelle like she was some hot babe.
Just before passing her he yelled out of the window real loud,
“Oh sorry, I thought you were someone else!”
Randy looked in the side mirror just in time to see Janelle
giving him a smile and her middle finger. Janelle was heavyset
but had a gentle kindness that he hadn’t seen in most girls,
something that too many pretty but skinny girls at school lacked.
Randy remembered many times how she had helped him in
school. She had good intentions, and Randy learned not to judge
her by her size or by how beautiful she was. He saw the real
person, the one inside. She made him laugh with her quick wit
and sarcasm.
Montgomery High School was not the best in the valley, but
it was right across the street from Drew’s house. Even though
he liked to run, Drew appreciated its closeness. Montgomery
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fell under the “large school” category. In most sporting events
Montgomery played the better schools in San Diego County.
Montgomery held very few championships to show off to the
rest of the community. Being in the poorer area of the valley,
the school had less financial support and was relegated to
meager athletic titles in relatively obscure sports like water
polo, swimming, and tennis. Not that these titles didn’t have the
school’s backing, but they were far less popular than basketball
or football.
Drew pulled up to the side of the curb in front of his house.
Most of the time Drew’s father would park in the driveway
with the motor home and that left the curb as the only space for
Drew’s old car. Drew got used to leaving his car parked against
the curb, plus it leaked oil.
Randy said goodbye to Drew while he walked across the
street to his house. Drew locked up his car and headed into his
house with his backpack strung over his shoulder. He finished his
chores while the sunset painted a bright reddish-orange sky. In the
back of his mind his thoughts were on Renee. He didn’t want to
seem too pushy to his dream girl and decided not to call at eight.
Certain peer pressures still stayed a part of the pull of the
community, like drugs, sex, and rock & roll. These were all bad
in Drew’s parents’ aspirations for their young, impressionable
son, who had a future to protect from the ill will of immature
minors out for a good time at anyone’s expense.
Eight o’clock came and went. At 8:30 p.m., the phone rang.
Drew ran to the phone but, his sister Juliana was a split second
ahead of him. Juliana stalled on the phone, hoping to irritate
Drew as much as possible.
She finely looked up and said, “Oh, it’s for you. It’s your
little precious, Renee.”
Drew took the phone while turning three shades of red. He
smiled transparently at his little sister before saying, “I’m sorry
for my little sister. She was dropped as a baby. The doctors said
she would live, but with irreparable damage.”
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Renee laughed.
“I’m sorry I didn’t call,” he said. “I got lost in the moment
and lost track of time.”
“No damage done, I was busy studying until now anyhow,”
Renee replied.
Renee was into photography and spent many a day taking
subtle pictures of things she considered beautiful and unique.
Drew seemed to make it into her photo albums at random.
She used several different cameras and enjoyed vibrant colors.
The radiant pixels of perfection that her photos caught on film
expressed her sensibilities. Renee was an intelligent girl who had
used her time wisely with her gentle ways of attraction toward
Drew’s attentions. The way she looked at him left no doubts
about her feelings for him. They both had similar hobbies and
hardly ever went more than three days without seeing each other.
“So, what are you doing right now?” Drew asked.
Renee smiled while she paused before answering Drew’s
question. “I was lying on my bed reviewing some homework,
why?”
“I’m quite curious. So, what are you wearing?” he asked.
“An old pair of comfortable gray sweat pants and a pullover
sweat top, why?” Renee asked, smiling in anticipation of Drew’s
response.
“Well, I thought maybe you would like to see me for a few
minutes,” Drew said.
Renee smiled at the suggestion, but wasn’t sure if it would
be wise to allow him to crawl up her balcony like her ‘knight
in shining armor.’ If caught, Renee could risk being grounded
from seeing Drew on the weekend, and she didn’t want to take
that chance.
“Drew, I don’t think that would be wise. Remember what
happened last time we tried that. My dad didn’t let me go out
with you for two weeks.”
“Yes, I remember. I guess you’re right. I’ll see you tomorrow
at school,” he said.
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“Okay.”
“Well, have a good night,” Drew said.
“You too,” Renee said.
Renee heard silence on the other end of the phone. Assuming
Drew was already gone, she said, “You still owe me a kiss from
today,” as she hung up.
But Drew heard what she said and hung up quietly with a
smile.
After showering, he got ready for bed. The day’s difficult
race reminded him of the ache in his stomach, which seemed
to be a constant nag that something was wrong. Captain Jack,
his over-grown sheep dog, had come home on his own and lay
next to his bed. He smiled as he looked at Captain Jack, whose
long, shaggy fur seemed to match the carpet. Drew patted him
on the head. The dog wagged his tail, just before Drew said a
little prayer and fell asleep.
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